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In diEducation, one of the njost inp rtant questiOns that wnil partake nif the nst..î.îlry if its basis. and crurnble inf rrinî befo- t
has arisen i éja. hrs of ifr -5 t/ie jratet vm atnal alue nmblet pir gress of true philo by. ut. If th'y liear the impress of
as tending aI åeh i/n h,5 s d'evrpnedt o fli ,mi , cr. and cot- n.uirt able trths, and lie da ed ly a St! LIV srent1fic nethod, there
tribute most /argely to /uiman p;ogro s ? Froi the variett of the î.tellectual n llresult a knowledge that can le shalen neithe r y t .attarks of scepticism,
powers. it may be fairly mnferdcrl that dffmntt subjy Lts of sundy producte nar the cavils of îgn'àranke -a know ledge whth r mn l worthy of the
different results, and that it is absuId to expect to atccnsu4sh the great end mane of Science. Non,., the pnnuples of pure M ru r tît, are necessary
of education by the exdusivc study of any sngle departient of human truth, andi cunsequently the Liouledge f.-nrr.ded iianl thta is a science of
knowledge. But there are some subjects whitb eduLate the pow, rs of the pure reasîn. It has indeued been asserti] 1hit il t .nbematran bas ni
mind to a pre-eminent degree of act..nty and energy ; and as 1 1. revc tha right to elu rne mntu tht nature r.f tht first prtinR-uples tf t It srence, and thai
the Mathematical Sciences can claim a high place amnug the2se. it is nS a char aprhensnu of thiui charactc as umiri, al n, cann.t produce.
present purpose to point out, in part, their beneficial mnfluen-e a, a discipli an mtr at;%;n of their influence mu tir at iom TI, f..ri r as unption 1,
of the mind, and as an instrument of progress. I shall consider the sulrjet 1 , irtly nrvn.g, the latter entirely so. 1 .r. though the Mathnematiran has no
under the following heads.- oigh t t nlnur -i n r's. plure syntherta pprsît na are lesnible as the offspring

I. THE CHARACTER OF MA[LiuEMLiLcAL KNoWLEDGE, AND It~s if the til,5-if, uerstandiigt i )hmpir rny tlht province of the metaphysician -

GENERAL îNFLUENCE ON THE MIND 1re haùa perfect rlt, snr, c ii, su, mi n, diiinntra/iz-e, t eniqulire tnto the
IL. TuE VALUE OF MATHiEMATICs AS A MEANS OF INVIGtiRAIt n, îahdity tif the prins irulmh midit lie hi demonstrations, o fori his links

TUE INTELLECTUAL POWERS. of methcrd. And agam , if the fir st rriiiciles are considered as enptrical,
III. THEIR VALUE AS A LOGICAL ExERctsE oF MIND. the ctre sciene is ynAed as emnirral ; the necessary is sacrficed to the
IV. THEIR VALUE AS AN INSTRUMENT OF MATERIAL PROGRESs. Contingent. the menital to the inatenal, a standing duubt as to the possibilt)

I. r>f knrwledge is ikcly tu be gencrated in the mmd, and a foundation laid fur
THE CHARACTER OF MATHEMATICAL. Knows.Oa .w 0 To u-m, n- ~- . .1 - - , i( -s 11ence.a claan

INFLUENCE ON ThE IMIND. iapprehîenson of tire niatare of the first prnmciples of the ,nieice, ns necessary
x C. nipared with Mathematics, no other departnent of to the rec Ignton of its real nature as a production of the unerstandog , and

knowledge so clearly illustrates the processes of the human ni- m the st ence itself is thus enl os 1n < \crt a n nefinal mifluence ou Ihe mmd,

the establishment of true science. in noue, has investigation led tu the di by fanirmlt.insiîg it with a hi f tiob, à n-, dirr.ed fion experence

covery of so great a number of important and recondite truths. ThIs ns no T irre are sonme ph11 , l. hrs r h ,m.1nimnthailt tne first prinoples of
doubt due to their metkad and the nature tf their perinciles The value o Iathenatn s are ewly genrab. , frmiii exrenence--a iew whitch
any system of knowledge and its influence n ,ducation. depend upon the iedu. es the scete t-< iur. m. an. frtally iuilIes the imposnbmlty of
nature of its first pnnciples and the mud,: of iis de'relopment. If the.e .ny iunnleg. mdepenet if stin I, impressnori If the meanng be,

pnnciples be founded on imperfect observation or hast eneaann, the tihai tie, pînn< tIes are tir i n Ie naitesnt through the agency if sonethng

superstructure reared upon them, thougb psssng an t x, nal ape t of .,lit If tIne ftin f. t titis ie i. lv i b.. n. m th.ere is nu knowledge

solidity and beauty, and dignified by its builders with the name of Scienze. developed n the mn m p. t in f time albsulutely antecedent to expencare.
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THE VALUE OP MATHEMATICS AS AN INSTRUMENT,. OF EDUCATION.

But though experience may be the occasion: of our knowledge, as furnishing
the niaterials of thouglt, and calling into activity the latent energies of the
mind, docs it follow that aIl our knîowledge is derived from experience, unin-

iluenced by the creative laws of the " IirFti.LcTus IPsE ?"

Nay, the possihility of experience itsclf depends on the validity of certain
cognitions whicli must be the property of the mind alone. For from wlat
source, independent of the universal laws of the intellect, can these principles
spring, which rec>gnize the validity of experience? They cannot be dcrivcd
from the fortuitous teaching of that experience whose trustworthliness they
aflirm, and they must consequently bc the genuine offspring of the under-
standing. The principles of pure Mathematics are characterized by itecessity
and un çality- roperties whi cVnnot possibly be given in the limitled
and fortuitlus teactings of the sens ble world. These can indeed inforni us
that a thing is, but not that it has been, is, and will be, in consequence of the
universal necessity that it MUST be, which are the clearly conceived chamacter-
istics of Mathematical truths. The laws of the sensible world may change,
and phenomena occur in violation of all past experience ; there can be
imagined a time when the sun shall no longer rise in the castern and set in
the western heavens; but there can never come a time when two parallel fines
can meet, or two straight lines enclose a space. Pure Mathematics, therefore,
furnish striking instances of intuitive truths as eternal as the intellectual prin-
ciple itself, and present a brilliant exa nple of the alniost limitless extent to
which the mind can develop clear and abiding knowledge, independent of the
laws of the external wyorld.

2, * The principles of Aplied Malheimatics are generalizations from ex-
perience, which, by the application of pure Mathematics, are elevated to the
rank of universal trutbs that constitute the basis of sciences commonly classified
with those of pure reason. The principles of pure Matheniatics are pure,
aProri truths ; those of the physical sciences founded on Matlematics, contain
elements of experience. The truths of pure Mathernatics are absolutely uni-
versal and necessary , while the fundamental principles of Applied Mathe-
matics are universal only on the assumption of permanence in the operation
e ure's aw ,Of,the fnrger wc are aasured that thcy must be, of the

we kn'ow only that they MUST n under the present condition of things.
To this extent these principles are universal and necessary, and by
the aid of those of pure Mathematics, have become the elements
of sciences whichas I have already said, are classed as rational. Now,
Applied Mathematics affords a striking illustration of the application of
pure mathematics to the varied phenomena of the Universe, and exhibit in
a remarkable degree the harmony of deduction and induction as methods
of investigation, as well as the power of the former to aid the latter in
bringing the contingent and variable within the compass of universal laws.
These laws are sometimes c/early indicated by a few well observed facts
and do not seem to require the aid of pure science to demonstrate their
universality. But even in these instances, Mathematical investigations
frequently indicate the existence of phienomena overlooked by observation,
and show the assumed law to be more general than mere experience had
indicated, by demonstrating that certain facts considered as consequences
of other and unknown agencies, are the legitimate results of the already
discovered law. But in many instances the law is only faintly pointed out
by the observed facts, or suggested by a fortunate anticipation of genius,
and Mathematics are needed to verify its claims to be ranked as a
GENERAL LAw, by submitting the deductions logically derived from it, to
the test of coincideuce wn onserve<t phenomena. Thus the logic of
induction as applied to external nature, is eminently aided by the logic
of pure Mathenatics ; the former often indicating laws beyond the scope
of the latter, while, on the other hand, the latter gives them theircharacter
as general laws, and guides experience to results it would otherwise never
reach. Hence, while pure Mathematics constitute a world of ideas inde-
pendent of naterial fomns, applied Mathematics grasp the phenornena of
the material vorld as the tangible forms of the pure ideal, and show the
harmony between the world without, and the inner world of thought. If
the Mathematics of the world of mind, exhibit the ' harmony of thought
with thought," their application to external phenomena demonstrates the
harmony of thought vith existence, and secures to intelligence its conquest
over matter.fWe can thus understand the importance of the knowledge

given to the mind by the application of Mathematics to the investigation

(CONTINUE
~IF~ :

of external phenomena-a knowledge which alone can dispel the mists
that hide the treasurcs of nature from our intellectual vision-which wrests
the universe fioni the grasp of an inexorable fate, and with reverence
places it before the TI'RONE OF GOD.

3. ilatheimatical Principles and Propositions are SytAteic-leadittg
to Nezo Truths. It has sometimes been said that Mathematical propositions
are merely analytic-that they only resolve conceptions into their contained
elements, and consequently furnish the mind with no new truths. It nay
be admitted that there are certain axioms and definitions in Mathematics
which are identical propositions : but most of these aonly minute links
'n the chain of method, ar(d are not ab olutely nece to the develop-
ient of the Science. 1 gvery principle really necess in Mathematical

investigation is a synthetic proposition: the predicate is not affirmed of
the subject through the principle of identity, as something nece.ssarily
given in our conception of it; but on the contrary, the predicate is added
as a new attribute to the contents already cogitated in our conception of
the subject. For it appears evident that Mathematics could not possibly
have been developed, as they undoubtedly have been, into the most perfect
of the rational sciences, by combining merely identical propositions. Even
the fundamental propositions of Arithmetic are not identical propositions.
For, to use an illustration froin Kan*, in the addition of the simplest
numbers, does the simple cogitation of their union, evolve the conception
of their sum ? The conception of such a union can never give the required
predicate, and the synthesis must be effected by intuitions supplied by
external objects. It is thegame with the primarytruthsof pure Geometry.
The proposition, three straight Unes may enclose a space, is not an asser-
tion of identity. For by no analysis of the subject-one conception of
which (straight) is merely qualitative, the other (fine) a quantity of but one
dimension-is it possible, to evolve the conception of a quantity of Iwo
dimensions, and the proposition is therefore synthetic. And thus we
might show that every proposition essential to the establishment of the
pure Mathematical sciences, is a synthetical or augmentative proposition.
If such, therefore, is the real nâture of Mat1iemati itions, tha
science itself must be augmentative, and hence a rness of
the assertion that as wholly given in its princi e is merely

xplicative,-the sim, o evolution of a potential int knowledge-
and that therefore it can be of but little worth as an exercise of the higher
faculties of mind. The worth of this philosophy can be easily illustrated.
Take the definition of a circle; this definition includes all its properties;
one property is that the circumference is to the diameter in the approximate
ratio Of 3.1416 te 1: is this recondite property given in the definition, se
that it is conceived by a mere "negation of thought?" On the contrary
it was discovered only by a train of complicated reasoning, and it
isamereperversionof languageto say that it formed part of the concept
cirde, before it had been discovered by mathtm .tical investigation.
Every science worthy of the name must proceed from certain principles,
and may in one sense be said to be given in its principles ; but are its
highestdevelopmentstherefore attained with a minimum of thought? The
pure Mathematical sciences are indeed founded on principles which are
inmnutable and given intuitively ; but thcir lawu is progress. They procceel
froin their primary conceptions to the most comprehensive generalizations
-from the simplest abstractions to the highest within the compass of the
human intcllect-and yet we are aslced .t believe that they do nothing
more than evolve the truths contained in their principles i If the objectionl
has any weight when urged against Mathematics, it is equally valid against
all the rational sciences, and especially against Metaphysics. For the very
possibility of mental science seems to depend on the existence of proposi.
tions similar to the apriori synthetic principles of pure Mathematics. It
is the province of Metaphysics not to analyze conceptions of things, but
like Mathematies, to proceed from ithe synthetic judgments of the reason,
to enlarge their boundaries by combination with others, till organized
knowledge takes the place of isolated principles. It is true that Metaphysics
either from error in method, or from the tendency of reason to attempt
the solution of the insoluble, have never attained that certainty which
distinguishes mathematics. But surely the latter are not of lessworth because
instead of groping in obscurity on a sea of doubt, they are constantly mak.
ing unerring progress on the great ocean of truth.
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TE VALUE OF MATHEMATICS AS AN INSTRUMENT OF EDUCATION.

4. But the AfMetod of Matlematics is as rigorous as ils principles are sure.
Proceeding fromi intuitive truths by logical reasoning, we discojer new
truths which arelin turn to become the data for higher and more compli-
cated results. Not only the promises but every succecding step in the
reasoning is cautiously examined. In ail mathematical investigations,
"even those of the poorest and :most meagre form" the mind is aint>,luated
to resolve every train of reasoning into steps, and to make sure each
step before proceeding to another. If practice in such reasonng gis es
us nothing else, it give us wariness of mind;" it accustoms us to demand a
sure footing : and though it leaves us no better judges of ultimate premises
than it found us (which is no more than may be said of almost ail meta-
physics) at least it does not suffer us to let in, at any of the joints of the
reasoning. any apsumption which we have not previously faced in the
shape of an axioni, postulate, or definition." Nor can any error be incor-
porated into the science; for though a ristake may be made in effecting the
synthesis between the known and the unknown terms of a proposition, the
results, either directly or indirectly, indicate a fallacy in thereasoning, and
the error must be corrected before further progress can be made. Such
then, being the nature of Mathenatics, and such the character of their
method, we are prepared to understand their perfection as a science. It is
a science whose foundations cannot be shaken by any possible revolutions
of experience. and whose symmetry and beauty can never be obscured by
the gloom of scepticism: it stands forth, a world of pure ideas, supreme
over the fluctuations of the world of sense-the genuine creation of the
understanding

Having thus glanced at the nature and method of Mathematical
Science, let me refer briefily to the general-influence which they may be
supposed to exert on the mind.

When uncertainty and contradiction in so many other departments of
investigation, incline us to despair of the attainment of truth, Mathematics
in their wonderful certainty, in the almost measureless extent of the truths
they reveal, in the marvellous power over the secrets of the universe which
they give, furnish undoubted evidence of the possibility of knowledge, and
a standing refutation of philosophic scepticism. Dealing with necessary
truths, in the study of Mathematics. the nind becomes familiar with their

nature as independent of sensuous impressions, and acquires a knowledge
that has all the marks of a true science. Instead of looking in bewilder-
ment at the ever-varying phenomena of the external world, we are enabled
to discover, by the application of Mathematics, the gencral laws which
underlie ail changes, and clear and abiding knowledge takes the place of
isolated, perplexing facts. Looking towards the arena of Metaphysics and
beholding the unending warfare of systems which is there exhibited-a war-
fare in which no victory bas ever yet secured permanent possession-we may
well doubt the possibility of a truc science of mind. But turning towards
the brilliant success of Mathematical science, which like Metaphysics, is a
science of a priori truths, we confidently look fur the time when a truc
method shall be found to guide us to the solution of the great problems
which have so long baffled human reason and which still knock for answer
at the human heart.

To this result I have no. doubt, the judicious study of mathematics will
contribute. Elevated beyond mere sensuous impressions, the mind is
constantly contemplating those pure forms which are its own creation,
and therefore independent of matter and its phenomena. Does not this
contemplation of the pure ideal, qualify the mind for the examination of
its own attributes ? To grasp and analyze the phenoniena of mind, we
must rise above the physical and concentrate attention on the mental-
the world of thought ; and to accomplish this the highest degree of the
power of abstraction is required-abstraction is the only method, the only'
guide to success. And thus the processes of mathematics which, as
already said, are constantly familiar with a world of supersensuous ideas,
and which develop to its highest range the abstractive powers of the
intellect, must eminently prepare the mind for the investigation of its own
activities, and contribute materially to the devolopment of a truc i
science of mind.

It bas been said that, "in consequence of their disqualifying us for the
examination of moral liberty in the soul, and familiarizing us with the
phenomena of a mechanical necessity in nature," mathematics induce

scepticism relative to the spiritual or moral world. Now, there is nothing
in the habits of thought engendered by the study of cither pure or applied
mathematics'that would predispose the mind to such scepticism. On
the contrary, I hold that, the very reverse is the case because the study of
nathenatics, pure and applied, tends to the exa/ltation of mindl and the
subordination of mal/er-to magnify the spiritual and subordinate the
materiail. The voluntary energies of mind are nez.ess, -ily brought into
prominence by the study of pure mathenmatics. Independcntly of the
material world, the mind by its own creative energies, censtructs a
supersensible world-does the process tend to the "negation of a hyper-
physical and immaterial principle of thought?" In fact mathematical
idealism is opposed to nietaphysical materialismi. After contemplatug the
eternal truths of the pure mathenatics - explorin-g a boundless
world of the pure ideal called into Whing by its own frce ancVindependent
energies-the mind becomes conscious of its creative energy-of its
personalty-and feels its worth as an intelligence elevated even to infinitude.

With reference to the phenomena of the naterial world, it might
seem that their exclusive study by giving undue prominence to the
physical, may tend to degrade the immaterial. But these phenomena cai
be profoundly investgated only by the application of pure majthematics, and
therefore it may be replied that mathematic.1 ideahsm will correct the
tendency, if such exist, towards materialism induced by the earnest
investigation of external phenomenar While, therefore, theexclusive study
of these phenomena may induce, in the mind of the non.mathematical
observer, the belief that everything is the result of a 4 mechanical necessity
in nature,"-the decrec of an inexorable fate-a different effect is
produced in the mind of the mathematical observer.

But I hold that in the applicationr of mathematics to investigate
nature, the dignity and superiority Of MIND are still proclaimed. For the
triumphs which the human race bas won are still the triumphs of mmd
It is mind that passes in review nature's grand domain anu wîth
authority demands the surrender of her secrets and her treasures. It is
mind that bas penetrated the star-depths, where suns and systems pursue
in harmony their everlasting march. It is mind under whose forming
power the vorld wears the aspect of a new creation, in which the impress
of the finite .Auman mind blends with that of the Infinite and Divine.

Since, then, the study of mathematics tends to give preeminence to the
mind-to denonstrate the transcendent power of the thinking principle
whatever that may be-it cannot fairly be maintained that they predispose
to scepticîsm as to the spiritual or moral world, and to a denial of the
existence of the ETERNAL MIND, whose thoughts are emubodied in the
universe, and of which the investigating mind is but the finite reflex-the
dim and shadowy reflection. Nor do I believe that applied science, by
revealing the mysteries of nature to the conmon gaze, will so " reave the heaven
of its divinities and disenchant the universe," that admiration and reverence
shall find place no more in the human heart. On the contrary, scen under
the light of science, the manifold wonders of the world around us, and the
majesty of the heaven above us, kindle a sublimer admiration, and become
objects of a still profounder , adoratioi to an infant world." Guided by
the light of science, the mind surveys the phenomena of nature, and beholds
in the inpress of intelligence everywhere apparent- not the mere reflex of
organization-but the wisdom of the Great First Cause. If the wondrous
mechanisms displayed in material organisms suggest the operation of a
personal intelligence to the ordinary observer, probability gives place to
denonstration under the clear, steady light of mathematical science.

If, for example, the human eye alone, as bas been said, be a cure for
atheism, how sublime its teachings when all its perfection, as exhibited in
the adaptability of means to end, is revealed by the magic band of
science 1 It is capable of demonstration, that in aIl the varied organizations
of the natural world, wherever velocity is to be secured, or power generated,
or adaptation to natural'laws effected, the most perfect means are adopted-
meanswhose conception indicatesomniscience, their execution, omnipotence
Thus the application of mathematics to the familiar phenomena daily
within the scope of oi.r observation, brings into a pre-eminence attainable
by no other means, the wondrous design universally exhibited and leads
the mind from the design to the all-wise Designer-from the law to the
ETERNAL LEGIS.ATOR. Passing beyond the phenomena of our earth

(CONTINUED PAGE 8.)



TIIE VALUE OF MATHEMATICS AS AN INSTRUMENT OF EDUCA'ÈION.

which after all, is but an atom of the universe, directed by the pure light
of mathematical science, we bchold the gorgeous majesty of the
Heavens, and the conviction of God's existence, strikes us vith the
certainty of demonstration. By this science alone does the universe give a
clear reflection of its Creator's power, To the unmathenatical observer,
the mechanism of the heavens is shrouded in obscurity, or stamped with
imperfections.

A superficial vicw of its architecture, may produce a doubt of its
perfection as the work of an infinite intelligence, since it appeais to be
marked with variations, which threaten its stability. But seen under the
light of mathematical science, every change becomes constancy ; every
diversity, uniformity. The supposed irregularities wAhich characterize the
motions of lhe heavenly bodies, ark shown to be the necessary con-
sequences of the great comnanding law, established for the government of
the universe, and, instead of indicating instability in the systemn of worlds,
are absolutely necessary to preserve it from dissolution.---While, therefore,
pure mathematics elevate the mind above the sensible world, into a world
of its own creation. in which the spiritual is pre-eminently exalted in con-
ceiving pure forms and contemplating the beauty of everilasting truths,
applied mathematics disclose the glories of tue universe as the embodied
thougbts of the infinite nind in whom all things "live and mnove and have
their being,"-they unveil the terrestrial, and it points to a God-they pour
a flood of light upon the celestial, and "the Heavens declare His glory
and the firmanent showeth His handiwork."

il.

Let us now proceed to notice more particularly, THE VALUE OF
MATHEMATICS AS AN INVIGORATOR OF TiE INTELLECTUAL POWERS.

(x.) And Jfrs as Io Afemory, That the faculty of memory is
highly cultivated by the study of mathenatics, appears evident from the
method of their processes andthe unity and extent of the knowledge they em-
brace. Iu consequence of the necessary connection of principles which
gives the science its peculiar unity, the meniory must be constantly ready'
with previously acquired knowledge, to assist the reason in its efforts for
the discovery of naw truths. For if any of the previous truths be forgotten,
the numerous results founded upon themn, cannot be attained, and the
mind is forced to return to the forgotten truths, till they are made
thoroughly its own. Hence appears the error of the assertion, that the
mind is required to retain only its last results as a foundation for further
investigation, and that thus the memory becomes " stupified " from want
of exercise 1-To believe the assertion, originated in a speculative unbelief
of the utility of the science, that mathematics tend to stupify the memory,
requires a credulity bo'rn of dense ignorance of the subject. The synthetic
processes of pure Geometry demand the constant excercises of this faculty;
for how can there be progress unless memory supplies the necessary
principles from those already attained and classified by the understanding?
From the comparatively few first principles of the science, we proceed to
the more elementary propositions, and thence ta higher truths, till a
perfect web of pure science is produced by the necessary laws of
thought. And, since every succecding proposition depends upon many
preceding ones which are absolutely nlecessary to its demonstration, how
can it be said that the menory is stultified by progress in the science?
But if the memory is exercised in acquiring a knowledge of already
denonstrated truths, how much more, in searching out new methods
of demonstration, and establishiug new truths,-exercises which form a
leading part in every mathematical training deserving the name. Is it said
that we are required to remember only the resuis deduced and not the
trains of reasoning involved ? Then ve cannot claim ta have received a
truly mathematical training, and the science cannot justly be held
responsible for results which it never had an opportunity of accomplishing.
Still, eveu under this assumption, the rnemory is exercised, though
certainly not to so high a degree as a rational training in the subject would

ensure. For so numerous are the results deduced-the rules and
formulas and principles-and so frequently and necessarily are they
employcd, that the constant exercise of the faculty of memory is im-
peratively demanded. But is the charge under consideration of any
greater weight, when urged against arithmetic and the analytic methods ?

I reply in the negative. From the primary operations of arth7metic-
from the multiplication table-to the highest applications of the Calculus,
a necessary condition of progress is the distinct recollection of the resuits
already acquired. Is it said, that in arithimetical investigations " the second
nark being :scovered, we no longer think of the first,' and therefore. but
little exertion of memory required? I ask how do we arrive at the
discovery of the second mark, but through the active exercise of memory?
Every process of the kind, is but the evolution of new truths fromu principles,
which having been once discovered, are rendered effective for higher
investigations, by a trust-worthy memory. As to the algebraie analysis, even
admitting, that as soon as the second mark is discoveed we ignore the first,
does it follow that the facti ty in question is not exercised,pr if at all, only

,in the lowest possible degree ? Is the mind driven onward, by an
irresistible agency, through a series of processes and results, in which it is a
l mere spectator?" On the contrary, all algebraic investigations, like those

of arithumetic, but still more imperatively, are founded on results previously
deduced, and nust call into continuous exercise the retentive powers. But
it is of no more true of mathematical reasouing than of any other, that the
second mark being discovered we no longer think of the first. in any process
of reasoning, wvhatever be the nature of the truths involved, is it necessary.
or even possible, to recollect at every in.stant,allthe results previously obtained?
Or do we not rather, withdrawing our attention from steps already taken,
concentrate our energies on those about to be taken and recall previous
reasonings when necessary, by a special exertion of mental power.

In the transformation of equations-a process which at first sight may
seem ta demand but a slight effort of this faculty-it must furnish the ma-
terials for ingenuity ta work upon, and bring up from its depths the prin-
ciples necessary ta effect the synthesis of the known with the unknown.
And, in the investigation of general principles it is exercised in a still high-
er degree. For, though'its individual principles are analytic, the science
as a whole is synthetic-it procceds fiom the simple to the complex-and
therefore every investigation depends on a multitude of preceding truths
which memory must be constantly ready to supply, or the desired resuilts,
with the consequences that flow fron them, are completely unattainable
Thus it may be shown that each of the mathematical sciences demands as
an indispensable condition of its attainnient, the vigorous exercise of the
faculty in question.

But as each of the mathematical sciences possesses a logical unity
which absoluitely compels the exercise of memory, so the sane unity binds
them all into an harmonious whole, and hence the farther we progress in the
bouîndless realns of knowledge they spread before us, the more completelv
is this faculty cultivatcd and its tenacity and power increased. Each
branch of the science bas certain principlespeculiarto itself, but inaddition
to these, it demands the truths already demonstrated by subordinate de.
partments, and therefore an abiding knowledge of these truths is absolutely
necessary. From these and like considerations which, if time permitted
night be abundantly illustrated, it seems clear that mathematics demaiàr'
the constant exercise of menory, a-id stand pre-eminent as an invigorat-,
of its powers. Yet it has been asserted that instead of exercising the mem-
ory they actually dwarf its powers. I have no doubt that every man wh.
has anything more than a superficial knowledge of even the elementary
branches will acknowledge the groundlessnessof the assertion, and conside;
it but another instance of the fallibility of metaphysical speculators: espe.
cially when, like the sophists of old, they lay claim to universal visdom, and
dogmatize on subjects of which they are either totaily ignorant, or view onll
through the distorted vision of the bigot.

2. ButMathematics also en/livate n a Aigh degreethepmvers ofabstiaclion!
and.generalization. Although quantity, in its general serse, is the object o!
mathematical investigation, the conceptions involved are not connecte(
with material substance nor limited by its finite nature. They are the
product of the reason itself, and possess an immutability and a universality
that cannot originate from material forms, though they may comprehlend
them. Sensible objects may give us Our first ideas of numbers, but the
mind soon passes to the abstract conceptions, and the particular is òompre-
hended in the universal, So intuitions may be supplied, in the first in-
stance, by imperfect geonietrical figures, ta give the mind concèptions n!

fundamental definitions, but the perception of the particular figùrés fade:,
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away, tobe replaced by universal conceptions. In the first stages of the comprchending a great number of truths-proceeding with the Investigation
algebraic methods, material objects may be used to aid the mind in gaining of a second,. another result is found equally comprehensive and equally
clear notions of the things considered; but no sooner does the mind obtain general. and thus, for cach figure of the entire cass; but the results, though
these notions than it loses sight of the particular and grasps the general. exhibiting cach the special property of the conic ta which it refers, have
The language employed in analytical investigations is emincntily suited to neverthcless common characteristics which facilitate their combination into a
the pure abstractions involved-presenting ideas entirely unconnected with guneral expression embracing al] the results separately deduced from the
material objects, it isyet capable of representing such objects-universal independent equations; and if we follow the analytic method, a high degrce of
li power, it is equalty applicable ta the particular. Every principle in the abstraction is necessary ta enable us ta clearly comprehend reasonings founded
most elementary of the mathematical sciences is founded on abstraction ; on conceptions su conprehcnsive.
every successive stage is reaclhed by a stili higher effort of abstraction,vhile But is it true that the analytic method employed in Algebra and thle
the fundamental principles and ultimate resuilts of the calculus and its higlier mathenatics, do not cultivate the power in question, because they
applications can be attained only by its highest possible development. This substitute a sign for a notion and tlus relieve the mind fron ail intellectual
power of matlcntatics ta cultivate the faculty of abstraction establishes ane effort? I think not. For though it mway not be always so necessary in ana-
of its most important claims to a higli position as a means of intellectual lytical as in geonetrical investigation,, ta keep in% view for thp purposes of
discipline For the faculty of abstraction is undoubtedly connected vith comparison, the results deduced, a high degrece of mental effort, aided by
the loftiest efforts of the human muid, whether directed ta the attainment accurate discrimination, is required ta enable us ta select fron the many preà
of moral or intellectual truths. It is the foundation of intellectual and ceding gener4lizations, and skilfully apply, the principles necessary ta effect
moral philosophy, since the plienomena of the nind, varied, complex and the desired synthesis. It is truc that the analytical methods, from their
transient as they aie, can be carefully observed and truly investigated only precise notation, and higher power of generalization, simplify many geometria
by a high deg ee of abstractive power. cal investigations-or ratier attain, in a conparitively simpl:. manner, resuihs

which geoietry can give only by long and cunbrous processes-but the utility
But, in the power of generalization, as welX as abstraction, cultivated by they thus lose as an invigorator of mind, is more than restored by their won-

thestudy ofimathematics, or is there no generalizations in the sciences, as drous powers of bringing vithin its grasp, truths which othierwise vould be
somne assert, because their universal truths are not derived a posteriori from completely unattainable. But in aty process of abstract reasoning, do we
experience? constantly cogitate the general conception in itsessential marks ? Or <do we not

In the opinion of some philosophers, abstraction necessarily implies rather use " a sign for a notion," by elevating words ta the rank of thoughts?

generalization. Without adopting the view that there can be no abstraction Unless we did so, how complicated would be our mental processes, how

without generalir.ation, since it seems evident that the mind cani contemplate unsatisfactory their results, since the difficulty of reasoning increases with the
witoutgenralz.sion sice t scîn evden tht te md cn cntenplteabstruseness af the abstractions involvcd. Sa it is with the languageof tise

Certain abstracted qualities of any object, without necessarily establishing a hisrsness the abstract o d S ts t e of te
el.,ss whose essential marks are given in these qualities, it nust be admitted gher analysis. th e reasoniugs are upron abstract conceptions so compre-
that abstraction is the foundation and necessary condition of al generalization, hensive, that the relation hetween their successive steps cannot be understood
-Abstraction g;ves the cleniuts ai the concept.; generalization moulds then without a vigorous intellectual effort. And though arbitrary symbols are used
-- Astction vestheeesmentls of tiheconcet ;enerlizationmoustent in analysis, the student niust have so clear a conception of the things signified,into convenient forms as materials ai thought. Hence asnmathematics pre-enu. and their complicated relations, that he is constantly prepared totranslate into
nentlycultivate the powerof abstraction,they must qualify themind for genera- andinar Iamîgae, retbr, t he retded or lie cer-
zation. Admitting that, in obtaining our first conceptions of geometrical truths, ordinary lantguge, or interpret by geometry, the results deduced, or he cer-

"thegencral is viewed in the particular,"the power ofabstraction is necessary to tainly cannot bce said teonow the subject of investigation. Does the difficulty

give the mind the pure notion which enables it ta dispense with sensible of any process of reasomng mcrease with the degree of abstraction and

objects, and lay the foundation of a pure science. If it he said that the object generalization of the terms employed ? Then analytical investigations must

is still presented ta the mind, as a concrete form, by the imagination, I reply dcmand a very high degree of mental activity, since they employ the most

that abstraction is neessary t enable the mind to grasp the general as an a comprehensive generalization, and are capable of representing in a single view

priori intuition, before the imaginai ion can present the concrete as the repre- elteis and results which ould require pages of ordinary language for their

sentative of the universal. And further, in recalling any conception ta the
mind, do we necessarity view all the marks given by abstraétion and generali- As before shown, every first principle of arithmetic and ordiraty algebra
zation in the formation of the conception? Do we cognize the general as must proceed from abstraction, and every succeeding principle is a generalized
it ii, or grasp it in the paîticular? It is believed that, though the nind can, result-from the conteiplation of particular examples we attain the general,
by a special exertion of its powers, view the general in its comprehended the universal trutli. Every student of the science, has at the outset of his
marks, a particular object is usually recalled as a representative of the class, course, expericnccd the difficulty of rising from the particular illustrations ta
though with the consciousness that the individual possesses many attributes the universal principles, in consequence of the generalizations involved
not given in the conception of the dass. In ail the higher geometrical requring a higher effort of abstraction than his comparatively undeveloped
investigations, we are constantly within the confines of the universal-is the powers cai easily attain; but from the cultivation this faculty receives by
universal reached without the generalizing power? In the fundamntal thorough progress in the science, lie ultimately comprehends truths involving
propositions and principles there is a classification, and from these the science a highter degree of abstraction, with greater ease titan he had mastered ita
is unceasingly discovering properties peculiar ta distinct classes of conceptions elemtury principles. But the generalizations of the higher analysis and
.- dos not this process of development involve the principle of classification gcometric methods, demand a pre-eiinent degrce of mental energy.--The
and the power of generalization? fundamental priunciples of those sciences are the result of gencralization, or

reacled only by a high degrce of abstraction, and as every demonstrationGeneralization is also a characteristie feature in Analytical Geonetry. is a generalizing of abstract conceptions, or the analysis of the universal intoEvery process,"-to use the language of J. S. Mill-in Universal Geometry its compreliended elements, thorough progress cannot be made without a con-is a practical exercise in the management of wide generalizations, and abstrac- stant exercise of the higher faculties of the mind. By methods of investiga-tion of the points of agreement fromi those of differeice among objects of tion essentially geometric, thoigh aided by analysis, Newton effected the
great and confusing diversity, ta which the most purely inductive science can- solution of the Lunar incqualities-a problem which had mystified thenot furnish many superior." If we pursue the synthetic method of investiga- philtsophers of ail prcceding ages - is there no gencralization in the results
tion, we shall fmd that every result, though su far general that it includes a which comprehend these complicated inovements? By a more extensive appli-
multitude of particulars, is relatively particular, and can be shown ta be con- cation of analysis, the dynamics of the planctary worlds may be represented
prehended in results still more general ; and hence every step of our progress in a single view,-does the evolution of results so compreliensive involve nodemands the exercise of the power of generalizing. Investigating, for instance, gencralization ? But it seems to me quite unnecessary to enter into a lengthenedthe equation of any of the conic sections, we obtain a gencral expression defence of the xtility of mathematical science as an invigorator of the powers
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in question,.then the origin of its principles, the method of proccdure, and its rcs-nark, i prcparihgthe miidforthecarefulcontemplationofissowntransient
highest developments, are comprehended in two words abstraction nd plienomeni. Tht habit of concentration, to hich have referred, c
generalication. it may be said that mathematical abstraction and gencraliza. fnrmd only byactsof patictitaucution" whichgraduallyincreàseindifficulty.
tion, arc different from those of comnion observation and experience, and Tais is aeconplishcd hy the study of Mathematics. The elementa propo.
therefore they do not cultivate the higher intellectual faculties. We admit sitions denzag< a certain amount of concentrative potver, and every successivé
that matheniatical processes evolve truths chareterized by an immutability s'ci demands a somewhat higher degrce in colsequence of the grentcr
that can never distinguish the gencralizations of the world of probabilites. dEfleclty and greater number of the terma invoived, and fron this constant
But the mental powers thai abstract and generai:eare the salte, wvhether direct* repetition and exereise, comcncing wikh thc simpler acts and rising gradu-
ed to the investigation ofnecessar> or contiitgent matter,and they surely canrot aly ta the mute profound, the powcr of contintous thought is increased to 'i

he less efficiently cultivated in the one case in consequence of their attaining highcr degrethan can be reachcd by any other course of discipline. Ifitbh
clear and certrin results, than in the other, because they are limited by said that Aîhematics, froni the very fact that hey daad a degrce of con-
probability. tinuity of ,honght in their most ementary prbpositions, are thus unfitted to

3. But the study o ilathemjatics Is of great value as correcting the vice ï( remedy the vice ofdistraction, we reply thât if there bc nn> possible corrective
mental distruction, andforminç the opposite habit of continuiy of thought. discipline, k must be such as begins vith the simpler efforts of the power of

The importance of early forming the habit of deliberate concentration, can continuity, and gradually procceds ta the more difficuit and prolonged; and
hardly be too highly estimated. In the commencement of ail intellectual the mmd that cannoi exen concentration sufficient to master tae clemenmary
effort there is difficulty, and the success attending such etTort·nust be in pro. propositions o Mathematics, thotgh it may sonctimes give evidence of latent
portion to the power of continuous thought we are capable of exercising. power, %vill never bc likely to attain by any other means this invaluable habit

For, when we first direct our attention to subjects of investigation, our of mmd.
minds are distracted by numerous extraneous thoughts ariàing from the nani. . The study of Mathematics developes th er of observatiô«, and
fold circumstances that surround us, and we are thus prevented fron bringing cultivates the bnaiitadon, svheîhcr considered as a representative or a
our intellectual energies fully to bear upon the subject. Nor is the difficulty creative power. By observation we mean the poNver of fixing attention on
overcan'e by a simple exertion ofai ill. Even when sve fe the necessity of naterial or mental objefts sa as to note their distinctive properties, and
conceltratiug pover for tit accomplishment af our object, and determine their points of resedblance and of diMtrence. Front the most lementary
to excluie ail distracting elements, a thousand ohrusive notions will spring 'athematical notions to tht highest range o! Mathematical investigation, this
up to confuse our thoughts and dissipate our dergies ; and for a long tgme power is exercised. Eve of the first notions of number and of forro which
yent aiter th subject of investigation begins (a allure us by iresenting inter- underlie Anithetie and pure Geometry, are acquired by observation. Nor
sting thouglts for our conteiplotian, the glimnaerings and associations o t is kt a mona in securing the fundamental notions of number and for toat

prectding reflections will obtrude thnelvs and prevent the fhl and fret observation plays c important a part. "The very genius of common eom-

tinuity of thogh ineletul theirs mos elmnayp-pstosaetu nitdt

xrcsefyn opposed by hese obtusive et is that e is but a1 stries of observations. The figure bing before the
elenients, is it possible for the minc to energize freely and successfülly prose- tyt in actual representation or before tht mind in conception is sa closely
ente diffleit investigations ? Can it reach its hlighest attaitiable success s dhen scrutinized tiat ai its distinctive eatures are perceived, auxiliary ines are
its operations arc impcded by distract ing thotnglits, and ils energies dissipated drawn (tht imagination lcading in this) and a new stries of inspections is
hy efforts to concentrate its powers tupon the olject in viewc? On tht con t made; and thus aided by direct simple observations, tha investigation pro
trary, tht haitof concentration inust bcacquired before themincidcati energize ceeds. S necessary is one ervaion in Gcotratioy that Comte, the ablest
mIh tht prabability of attaining the hpghest success within its reach. But writr on th phiMosophy of Mathe atics, is disposed to class Gecometry-in
this can bt accomplisheà only by time and frequent practice in tht effort view nv its m thosl-with tht natural ciences, as being based on observa-
Tht first effort at concentration is itended with great dif4iculty; but power tion. When we consider applied Mahematies, we ave only ta notice
is gained by repeateci effort ; every succeeding effort will become 'css difficuit that tht exercise of this faculty is so essential that tht basis of investigation,
than tht preceding ; the eletents of distraction gradually dimira .h in re u the very materials with which we build, have received th e name o oseratipns.
quency and power, and nt lest tha mhirl can almost involunt.aril',onceitntee Further, tht reBrese/atize power o inea iatio , as constantly exercised
its energies upon its abject, aofaia s higwielst pleEesnh re .el most certain in presenhing ta tht mc intuitions o space, and tht complicated relations
resunts, in tht unimpedcd operation af its pwer. So in»orant is this pai ner ob externa things, must ble greatlY strengthen.d and dtveloped; and th
of continuity ou thought, that soie have considrcd identical ith genis, beauty, order, and harmony discosed in terrestrial phenomena, and hi th
while ail admit that it sj an invariable concomitant of genius, and a necessary sa regions whre worlcds on Gorlds arise, must permit abundant materials
condition o its greatest acievelints. Sir Ismam Newton, ith his usul for tht exercise of i s creat ive powers. And this creative faculty bas constant
modtsty, attributed his success, not t the force a superior genius, but simply exercise in ail riginal_ Matheniatical investigation frni tht solution Go tht
ta his power ai patient attention. IlGenitis," says a celcbrated philosopher, simpiest problem ta th discovery of tht most recondite truths; for it is not
eris only a protraced patience." ranting that there may bt great powers of by intuitive, consecutive steps thft we advance from the known to the un-
ementd ithout a corresponding po ter of concentration, e y cannot acconplish known, th iargination, rather tht the logical faculty, leads in this advance.

great results; but on tht other hand, mediocrity accmpanied by a high In fact, practical observation is often in advace af logica exposition. In
degrte oa this power may by elevated aingos t tht rank i genius. the discovery a truth, tht imagination habitualy presents hypothesis, and

Now, in Mathematics, we are accustoned ta emancipate aurselves from observation supplies facts which it may take ages t connect logicaupo tith
tht disturbing irfluences that surround us, We ru t concentrate attention the known. That the imagination, and fot tht logical facjlty, leads i aIl
on the truths baring on tht investigations, or there is no posibility of original investigations itills b admitted by any student who has ever suc-
reaching a successl issue. Thie aind is require ta keep constantly before ceeded in producing an original demnstration of even one af tht simple
it a vast number ai acready establistnd premise, antdi t exercise its powers propositions in Geometry.
in the slection and application of those specially ada mim ta the end in III.
vien. And as tht cannection betecn tht successive steps is, n geutral, Let us note proceed to notice .;t VALUt oF MATREMATICS AS À

difficult t grasp, in consequence of th abstract ature oi tht cor ceptins LopiCAo ExwrCesr QI?
involved, th continuity of thought necessarily rcquirtd must bt bath r. I habintatei thc maldto the use ofcorreformofreasosi,.
intensive and extensive,-intcnsive, as requiring a high degrealal mental However valuable pure logic sbay ba as tht science ai tht laws of
condor to grasp thet conceptions and thir relations; extensive, as involving thought, its highest utility i rsaized only in tht practical application of uas
mcontemplation and analysis ai a large number of distinct, though related principles. Tht bare study o tht formai lavs of thought cebnot exerdre

truths. But th fact that a high degre ai abstractivpower is requiredas tise mnd in tht fn.ms which it must foilow in ail sound reasoning. Logic
alread y shown-in bath eemenaryand advanced Methematics, proves conclu- may unfod tht characteristics of these laws, and thenre deduce tht ncces-
sively their utility in cultivating tht power ao continuous thought. I may sa y conditions ai cogency ln riashning. But the mid = acquire the
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habit of observing these condit yis only by practice in their application, and Iatter and the methd of the science lead quickly to the detection ne fallacies,
as affording such practice, mathematics stand pre.eminent. They constitute and prevent the introduction ol pt,.manent error. Such fallacies are pro-
the most perfect application of pure logic, and especially of the deductive bably due te the abstract and comprehensive nature tif the conceptions
method of ascertaining truth. This method of deduction-of which Mathe. involved in the demonstrations ; and that their discovery and eliiination
matics -ive the most scientific form-is a most powcrfil instrument in the often icquire great skill, as well as acuteness and soundaess of judgment is
discovery of truth. The laws of extension and number- that is, the laws of well known to every studîetnt of the science. If a vigorous exercise of intel-
Mathematics-underlie ail the other laws of the material universe; and in lectual powcr is necessary to grasp such conceptiovs, a still higher degree of
the great inquiries of the moral and social sciences, Matlhctuatics affotd the mental cner- is reqttired to compreheni their re/ations; and thus the mind
only sufficiently perfect type. " Up to this time,' says Mili, " I venture to is led sorretimes to confotund abstractions vhch are rcally distinct ; at
say that no one ever knew what deduction is as a means of investigating the others, ta assume an analogy where noue exists. Hence, if fallacies creep,
Iaws of nature, who had not lcarned it fron Matlhematics, ior cati any one into Mathematical demonistrations in spite of te /opcal rigor of thdr me/owd,
hope te undcrstand it thoroughly who has not, at soine time of his life, known -hey must bc such as are nost likely to deceive the mind, their frequent
cnough of Mnihernatics to be familiar with the instrument at work." Tie occurrnce-Nvith theit discovery and corrct inn-ixst liitate tlî student
'ogical definition of terms- the explicit statement of premises-.ne clear te a dkcriminating caution wlîici is or grent value in tîle probable reasouîngs
and well-defined steps in the trains of reasoning-the exclusion of intermedi- of experience. A mmd thoroughly trained in Mnthemitical reasonirg nay
ate propositions the truth of which is net clearly seen-the precise and con- mdccc commit the error of expecting ii aIl proof ton close -u ndlerence te
stant meanings of the terms employed-these are characteristics of the the type with which it is fainiliar; Ibut he who has tever acquirec this type
deductive method, which finds its highest type in Mathematics. has no just sense of the <ifference betweu what is preved andi hat is net

But it lias been said that the Logic of Mathematics, dealing only vith proved; the first foundation of the scientifie habit of minc has uot been laid."
necessary mntter, and concerned only with demonstrative evidence, does not 2. But further. 7he tudyifAfatheinatiès re9dPs the exerciseofingenu.
prepare the mind for researches in contingent matter. that is, to correctly i/y, aculeness i» discrimination, and caution in the adnirsion and Combination
estimate probable evidence. It may be remarked in passing, that this ofdiita, and conscquently afforcs a stili more effective preparation for cot-
objectioi is equally valid against Mctaphysics and indeed ail the rational quering the difficultics and avoiding he dangers in the rcasoitugs of experi-
sciences, vhich demani net probable but crtrain evidence. ence. Thougl Maîienitical science is demonstrativc-occupied with the

- But the objection lias no weight when urged against Mathematiral deduction ofcoiucliisirns-Nve are as ofteu required te establish certain truths
logic. For, te say nothing of the fact that the Mathematical theory of te serve as proifses lor the deductiot of a proposec truth, as ta deduce the
probabilities is a most valuable contribution te logic, and lays the founda- nccssary censequences from given promises. These promises are to be
tien for a sound knowledge of the rules of probable evidence, what is te be sciected from the numerous truths already acqtircd by the uuderstauding.
our guide in estimating probable evidence, but those logical forms of and cembinec te effect the required proof sud tlis eau be accomplished
reasoning deduced from the laws of mind, and practically exhibited in their only by a careful analysis of the propositton I be proved, and an accurate
highest perfection in Mathematics ? Is pure logic of great value as pointiug discrimination of the results previongsly knwn. A careful examinatien of
out the conditions of cogency to whicli the froba.le argument must conformn the gi'en proposition is need te guide the minc te the necessary data;
in order te secure the acceptance of its conclusion as an article of belief? accurate discrimination and iugenuity, te select, from the many principles
How much greater the vaine of Mathcmatics, which demand a continued hcariug on the question, tiose necessary atd sufftcieut for the demonstration.
application of these conditions, and hence educate the mind te a sagacity in Iu the solution ef ktthcmatical problems, how is the synthesis between
detecting error, that the mere btudy of formai logic cannot impart? Wien the knovn and the unknown te be effected, %vitheut skilful analysis. acute
we consider the multiplicity of circumstances likeiy to invalidate our investi- comparison. sud jîdicieus application? Tie relative bearings of principles
gations in the " field of probabilities," we can scaicely tbink too highly of previously determincà. and their contectie: witu tiose te bc established, must
those nethods of discipline wiich develope se actte - t"'~veption of the form be carcfully exaninec sud clearly cemlrehcnd< as a prelimiiary to the re.
and essence of sound reasoning, that the mind is enabled instinctively, as it quired solution-does tiis require ne acutcness iu comparisur alc discrimin*
vere, te detect the presence of fallacies. Mathematics proceed from data ation? The intermediate terns eniployed in the investigation niust be sought
which have the certainty of necessary truths by a demonstrative process in amonggeneral truths vhich fromîheircomplexteintions, are the niorcdiffcuit
which the connection between the successive steps of the reasoning is clearly to distitgtisl-is there ne ingenttity re.quired in the selection and application of
comprelended. No obscure terms, nor imperfectly understod propositions, those which %vill leac mest directiy te the 4tsired result ? Tie very fact of
are either admitted as data or mark their processes. Should net a siuilar mathematics being a demenstrative yet aprgrr.rsive science, provesat once the
rigor be observed in reasoning on contingent muatter? They assume no necessary connection yet distinctidene.s of ils propositions, aud implies a- a
principle as the basis of an argument, or as a menus of effecting a synthesis, condition of progress the constant exorcisé cf the pewers in question. Heuce
whose truth has net already been established, and they submit to the as sagacity sud skîll arc rcquired in conitun rensening te obtain the necded
severest test everything having the eliglitest element of uncertainty. Should promises, sud ingenuity i analysis aud comparison te free them from every.
net the same method distinguish inquiries in vi;hich there is a balancing of thingirrelevaut te the argumeut, it seems evideut that mathematica must pre-
probabilities ? The highest ingenuity and skill in analysis and combination, pare us fer everceming the difficulties by which sucl reaseniug is character-
are required in Mathematical research-surely the same qualities are essen- izec, and for mouldîng tîe iselatec tacts furnished by observation and cxper.
t*1 to correct reasening in unatters of observatio aud experience. ience ir o the symmetry as d staams lity of science. This seems ta reccive corro-

It bas been aise saii that thenma1terand the nelied of Mathemaics prclude horatien firein the great success îvhich mathemnaticians have achieveci in the
the possibilîty of errer, sud that therefore the science doos net, like probable application of the science te externa phenomena. For mst of the physica
reasening, educate te sagacity in its detection. But, as atready suzgaested sciences are foundei on observation sd experimeut necessarily carried on Iy
it is impossible te discover the fallacies of probable reaseniiug xithut practio matheraticians, mnd emiuently exhibiting subtlety in discrimination ad
cal skill in the inethocis ef sounid rcasoning , and this, the sîudy of Maîlie- analysis, and skiii in cenîparison and generalization. It is a (air inférence.

aîics iniparts by rigorous adxerence te the forus of strict legical inference. tee tixat matheunatics quaiiny the mind for observation ad experiment, ice
ILet us Le assured' says the great thinker already qued, « that for the these sciences owe their dgin nahematical skill iu ebsprvi g and gencral-
formaticn cf a well-traiud intellect, it is ne slight recommendatpon of a izing physical facos, as well as their develpmet te the power of dathe.
study, that it is the meaus by uthich hhe minT is earliest sud Most easily matical analysis.
brouglut te maintain %vithin itsclf a standard of complete pi oof'y Ia is true But Mathmatics induce a cautiousness in the admission ad conuhi-
that Mathematics have centinuec to make uqerring progress, while contra- nation of data which still further fortifies the Minci against the falacies txat
diction and abberratin have distinguished most other sciences sud retardei eccur in reasoning on practical affairs. However opposed te the progreh
tcir developsuent. This progre.sse. bowever, dees iet prove the impessibil- of truth violation of the forms of true reasoning may b, a source of errer
ity of mental sopliistries in Mathematica investigation, but raluer that n the equally fertile is tg found in pe ras e assupton of aIse premises , and
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the introduction of intermediate propositions essentially inadmissible. To in the reception of principles and theories which rested mainly on the
be heguiled by the fallacy of riçorous reasoning from esroneous data, authority of their originators and supporters; but it would not bc d'flicult
and illogical reasoning from truc data, seems to be one of the most ta find illustrations of 'facile credence" that can hardly be traced to the
common of our intellectual failings. On the one hand, the force influence of mathematics. Mathematical metaphysicians haveoccasionally
of the premises blinds us to the fallacy of the reasoning; on been guilty of absurd theories in metaphysics; but why should mathematies
the other, the soundness of the reasoning leads us to lose sight rather than metaphysics, be held responsible for the absurdities ? Would
of the falsity of the promises. Now, the primary principles of it not be well to consider the logions of non--mathematical metaphysicians
Mathematics arc clear and certain, and stamp the conviction of their who have been guilty of equal or still greater absurdities? The history of
realty as soon as comprehended by the mind; and no proposition is admit. metaphysics thus far is a history of mental aberration; are mathematics
ted unless its certainty is clcarly recognized as a first principle, or as a responsible for the ceaseless recurrence of erroneous systems? The great
clcarly established truth. The mind istrained to the examination of premises. modern champion of the paramount importance of metaphysical research
Even in the elementary branches, a vigorous exorcise of mental pover is admits that the "past history of philosophy has, in a great measure, been
needed to fully apprehend the data: while the first principles of the calculus only a history of variation and error "-have mathematics ben the cause
and higher branches of pure Mathematics, are products of a very high of thisendlcss uncertainty?
abstraction, and, the ultimate propositions and the trains of reasoning involved, As to scopticism, 1 suppose that there is some ground for the long-
demand the exercise of great intellectual power. Are the fundamental propo- standing complaint against mathematicians, that they are bard ta convince
sitions of Applied Mathematics, which are rendered more complex, by the "But it is a far greater disqualification bath for philosophy and for the
union of conceptions from physical laws wi.h the difficult abstractions of pure affairs of life ta bc too easily convinced; ta have too Iow a standard of
Mathematics-Passivey received ? Dynamics, Optics, Acoustics, Astronomy, proof. The only sonnd intellects are those which in the first instance set
Electricity and other sciences in which analysis reaches its highest applica- their standard o! proof high. Practice in concrete affairs soon teaches
tions--do thcir principles condemn to mere "mental inertion"-their highest them ta make the necessary abatement ; but they retain the consciousness
development to an absolute "minimum" of thought? Hence it appears that without which thero is no sound, practical reasoning, that in accepting in-
matheniatics exact the critical examination of data as a necessary condition ferior evidence because there is none better to be had, tbey do flt, by that
nf conquering their difliculties; we nust concentrate Our attention ou first acceptance raise it to completenuss."
principles tilt these are fully camprehended and become genuine elements of 3. But not only do mathematics educate ta the use of correct forms of
knowledge; thus trained we acquire-not a 'blind credulity" but a habit of reasoning, and sa.acity in the discavery and correction of fallacies. they
caution in the admission of premises. oduce a general vigor and conprchonsion of thought which stili further

. But if their utility is great in guarding us against errors in data, it is still prepare the mind for overy kind of logical investigation. In support of
greater in fortifying us against fallacies in reasoning. On this point little need this proposition but little more need be advanced as I have already shown
be added to what has already been advanced. There appears ta be in th- heir beneficial influence in expanding and strengthening theseveral mental
human mind a natural tendency ta perceive resemblances where none exist, powcrs. The first principles of nathematics-espccially af the hîgher
and to be led astray by false analogies. Hence the necessity of caution in branches-though universal and nocessary truths are nlt Êassivdv received
admitting the connection between the successive steps in any argument. Now, but exact a conscious activity o! mmd for their clear npprehension; while
granting for a moment that mathematîcs precludesthe possibility of sophistry the constant exorcise in discerning the relations of trut s e abstract and
in thought-tolerate no false analogy from deceptive resemblancs-the suc- compreensive, tends ta the highest development os the intellectual
cessive stops in their processes must be imrnediately comprehended as noes pawers. And the application a mathenatics ta physical laws, necessitates
sary. Nence the mnd beconies habituatedta the evident connection between a grasp of m d stil more comprehensive; for with the difficultabstractions
thern and hesitates te admit their validity when it does not clearly perceive of the pure mather ati s are combined new coneptions fros physical aws
their relation. Is there not tisus formed a habit Of caution which is of the tici increase the conplexity o te data, the abstruseness of the conneet-
highest importance in tise reasonîngs of experienco? If we refuse ta sane- ing propositions and the cnsequent aboriousness o! the trains o! reason-
tion any stop in the reasoning tilt w clearly comprehendîts logicalconnection ing. Yet it lias been said that mathematics cal forth but a minimum o
with the preceding one, do we not adopt the surst possible safegu3ard against thought because the principles are sdf-avident, and every step in their
a fruitful source o! errar ? reasonings are equally self evident, thug the discovery of new truths May

But, as before stated, I do nat believe that mental sophistries are t- indicate a philosophic genis Snc an assertion could nover hav been
cluded fron nuathematical reasoning. Owing ta thse abstruseness of the uttered by any one possessing a knovdiedge of te subject beyond s most
conceptions employed, there is danger of including somotbing irrelevat, elomentary principles. If by self-evident principles bec eant such as are
excluding something comprehended, and suppasing an analogy usere flan passivy received by tie ma ind nsathematical principles, eve in te
exists. And since these fallacies accur in spite of a riprous method, they mre elements o! the science, are no t df-eviden; and still less the pro-
must be such as arise fron th e admission a false promises or propositions; positions employed in the demonstrations. The fundamental principles of
and the frequency of their occurrence, and of their discovery and elimina- abstract mathematics strike te mmd with the conviction o! their certainty
tin, rust develope a abi of caution in the examinatian o! connecting as soon as they are underslood; and the successive stops af a mathematical
propositions ti od their relevancy is plainly seen. demonstration are equally sIf-evident as soon as ther relation is early

I think, thon, I a n justified in maintaining tie value o mathe atics comoreftnded. But, as already shown, a vigorous exorcise o! intellect is re-
as imparting habits of caution in the admission f preuises and inter- quired, especially in the hier mathematics, to understand tie necessary
mediate principles. And yet it has been asserted that their tendency is ta data, and ta compreend the logical relation a! the sovnral propositions,
develope a blind credulity and an uncompromising scepticism 1 If any Ma- bofore their .sef-ezident nature is viewed ia their wecessîty and universality.
thematitian has exhibited a blind credulity in the admission of erroneous data Is there no energy of tbought required ta comprehiend the successive
and thededuction o extravagant conclusions, it must havebeen inse aais stops of the demonstratians in the sublime geometry o! Newton? The
mathematicaltraining,and notin cousequenceofit. The eost hot, ergoiroper eleventh section of his Principiaeasfbenprnuncedby a great philosopher
hoc style o argument bas been a common eapon with the speculative te be characterized by la spirit of far-reaching thougbt which distinguishes
opponents oe mathematical discipline. Mathematicians bave sometimos h beyond any other production or trve huma intellect"-does it require
proved unfortunate in the management of their business affairs, and forth only a nimun a! tiougit ta understand bis reasorings and ta grasp, in al
exits mathematical discipline is charged with the failure, and pronounced its comprehensiveness th fruitfulness o the results? By th application of
ta disqualily for the afTairs o! life and for common rasoning. But, I suspect analysis the complicated dynamics of tise solar system are brought within

e kno% o! mauy faitures, which cannot possibly be traced ta thse influence reac of tise human intellect-do the investigations determine thought t its
o!mathematics. Despite tpme caution and sagacity constantlyatquired in thcir onfeeblest devnlopmente?"
ow science, theyhavesometimes been too prneta manifesta 'facil credencet Nor is true that thongis original iscoveries an inventions require a
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philosophic genius, they May, like a fact in chemistry, when once discovcr-
cd. be reproduced and applied by the dullest intellect. They could be dts
casily attained if mathematical reasoning were a stries of mere mechanical
steps "passively " taken by the mind, But from what has been already
advanced, we are justifted in declaring this t> be a groundless assumption-
the utterance of an uncandid critic, or of a novice in the science. The
discovery of new truths, or an original application of the old may have
been a work of comparative case to the man of superior geniuts. But the
clear comtprehension of the modes of investigation, and the complete
appropriation of the discoveries, compel from the ordinary intellect the
hightest exertion of its powers. This will be corroboratecd by evcry student
who has made himself master of any important branch of the science.
Thte assertion that the works of the immortal Newton can be tnastered by
the excrtion of a minimum of mental power, is too astounding a paradox
to merit serions consideration. In the unquestioned judgment of mankind
they stamp him as the philosopher qui genus humanum ingenis superavil.
Tiey stand conspicuous as the grandest monument of intellectual power
that the world ias ever seen, and shed a lustre on his age, before which the
glories of al preceding times grow dim. They have established a great-
ness that dotes not vanish in the mists of years, but is carried onward down
the stream of time with a splendor ever gathering fron the triumphs of a
distinction that can never die. They constitute not the transient and
visionary philosophy of an epoch,but the creed of all time,and their author
lias become iot the forgotten representative of a metaphysical sect, but the
educator of the human race.

4 I may add further that in every mathematical training worthy of the
nane, the inventive powers which in their highest degree constitute genius,
are called into exercise and fostered in teaching mathematics to the mercst
tyro. For in every rational training the solution of problems forms an impor-
tant part-problems which are not mere repetitions of the type-questions
given in illustration of principles--but so constructed as to test both the
knowledge and the inventi-,e povers of the pupil. This is truc even in the
simpler branches of the science. In n-l-x1ra-hm. «w examle, a great
.... :. or problens can be constructed to illustrate even the simple formulas
in multiplication, which require for their solution no small degree of in-
genuity. 0f course, if problems are merely ceascless repetitions of a certain
type, rheir solution soon becomes as mechanical a process as repeating the
multiplication table. But no mathematical teacher worthy of the name is ever
guilty of such palpable cramming ; and no mathematical examiner worthy of
his trust will, by setting questions of this purely mechanical type, conmnit the
serious error of encouraging a system of mathematical teaching which con-
deins the pupil to a minimum of thii ught. The thorough teacher rad the
competent examiner will so direct and control mathematical training as to cx-
pand and invigorte the saine faculties of the mind, which are of closest kin
to those of the greatest philosopher, and which in their highest degrees have
produced the greatest discoveries in mathematical science.

4. Mathematics are of scarcely less importance in educating to an
aecurate use of language and consequene skill in deteting the fallacies arising
/rom ils ambiguous use.

Though words should be the passive subjects of the understanding, they
sometimes, as it were, revoit from its authority, and create universal anarchy
in the empire of thought. It is generally admitted that ta inadequacy and
ambiguity of words may he attributed a large portion of the err.rs which en-
snare the understanding and impede its progress in the discovery of truth.
Among "the four species of idols" which Lord Bacon has distinguished as
" besetting the humain mind," he tanks the idola fori.- those which arise from
the imperfection of wvords,-as the "most troublesome of all." He observes,
"words stili mnanifestly force the understanding, throw everything into confu-
sion and lead mankind into vain and innumerable controversies and fallacies.
hence the great and solenn disputes of learned men often terminate in con-
traversies about words and ranes, in regard to which it would 'bc better, imi-
tating the caution of mathematicians, to proceed more advisedly in th- first in-
stance, and to bring such disputes to a regular issue by detlnitions." And
Locke uses still stronger language in reference to the same subject, attri-
buting 'o the incompleteness of words, almost ail the errors that have obscured
genuine knowledge and characterized the disputes of maikind. Though the
latter may have stated the case sonewhat too strongly. since it seems hardly

(CONTINUED

possible that thc.solcnn responsibilities of life should have been so generally
sacriiiced in anerc contest about words, it is nevertheliess true as stated above
that the incompicteness and ambiquity of words have proved a fruitful source
of error, and a serions hindrance to the progress of knowiedge. Hence the im-

portance of being accustomed to the accurate use of words, and skilled in
detecting the illusions lurking in their ambiguity. To this, we think, the
study of mathematics eminently conduces.-Their language is precise and
adequate, in consequence of the clear and distinct conceptions which they
involve. No word is defective from inadequately representing the concep.
tion for which it stands: nor ambiguous froin admitting anything
cxtraneous; all are complete representatives of the things signified, and
preclude the possibility of vitiating demonstration cither in the admission
of any foreign element, or the exclusion of any part of the case under
consideration. Does not this constant and necessary accuracy in the use of
words, habituate the mind to a corresponding accuracy of language in other
departments of knowledge, and educate to skill in the detection ofaits
fallacies ? Or, as has been asserted, is mathematical science in con-
sequence of this unerring exactness in its terms, utterly incapable of
fortifying the mind against illusions from which it is itself exempt ? Must
we plunge at once into the reeling tempest of conflicting meanings to
become accustomed to accuracy in the use of words ? It seems evident
that the necessary use of accurate forme of expres.ou must tend to the
formation of a Aabie of accuracy. Are we familiarized with the character-
istics of the perfect by being first accustomed to imperfection? Are
habits of certainty and precision in the use of language, best formed by our
being first familiarized with its variable and ambiguous meanngS ? On the
contrary, admitting the possibility of the formation of such habits
by titis mode of procedure, they could only be acquired from repeated
experience in the illusions of language, and would consequently require the
unnecessary expenditure of mental energy.
* It is surely far better to enter upon any s bject of investigation in which
errors are likely ta arise through the impe lection of language-not de.
pending upon the successive corrections of erroncous results for ultimately
creating habits of precision in expression-but alrcady possessing suci
habits from the constant use of words characterized by distinct, invariable,
and adequate meanings. In mathematics, each term is used in the sane,
invariable sense-does not this secure us against the fallacies offlzetuating
neaning0s No term is employed which is not a full and clear representa.
tive of the thing signified-are we not thus guarded against the illusions of
obscurity ? Na expression involving a plurality of meanings is ever ad-
mitted*-do we not thus becone prepared to detect instinctively the sophis-
tries of ambiguity ? It hence appears that mathematics, in exacting an
absolute strictness in their language, must conduce to an accuracy in the
use of words and a skill in detecting their fallacies, which enable us
instead of groring in obscurity in the field of probability to advance stcadily
amidst the û.butructions that surround us, with the greatest assurance of a
rapid and enlightened progress.

IV.
TîtitR VALUE AS AN INSTRUME.NT OF MATERIAL PROGRESS.
The time at my disposal will permit little more than a reference to the

objective utility of mathematics as shown in their necessary connection with
other sciences, and with the progress of mankind. It may be said that it is
illogical to attempt to enhance t te value of mathematics as a means of education,
by an appeal to their value as essential ta human progress. But, in deter'
miniug "what knowledge is of most worth" in education, it is not only proper
but necessary to take into account its influence on material progress. For
what in this progress, but the conquest of human liberty and intelligence over
matter and imaterial phenomena? It is certainly a part of the destiny of man
to achieve such a conquest. In the earlier stages of civilization, but few of
the secrets of nature are given up to man, and material forms contribute but
little ta his happirtess-he does not yet appear as the master of his habitation.
But soon the world begins to change its aspect before the operations of
intelligence-it surrenuders its secrets and its treasues and acknowledges its
subjection ta its appointed Master. Material progress is therefore but the
reflex of intellectual development. Now, it must be admitted that the most
effectuai triumphs of mind over matter, have been won through mathematics.
Take away from what has been secured to civilization through the lone
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struggle of ages,all that is due to mathematics, and we shall be centuries nearer mutual contraiction, are opposed hy a greater number of more credible,
the pruiiLîte L,.iibarisni of the race. Permit me to give in this connection because more congetent witIses. lI fact the extravagance of the opposing
Herbert Speicer's rapid review of the facts as to the worth of niatheniatics. tetstimony denon..raies its falsity. It is asserted that Mathematics are diffi.
For al the higler aits of constructioni, soine acquantance with mathematics cuit only because they are to easy. that they determine thought to its feeblest
i, indispensable The village carpenter, who, lacking rational instrution, develoement-thliat they actually dwarf the mental powers -that they con-
lays out his work by Eipirical rules learnt in his apprenticeship, equally with tribute no advantage as a passport to Psychology or other sciences-that
the builder of a li itatua Bridge, makes hourly reference to the lavis of quan- they lead to creduhty and scepticism-and that a great genius cannot be a
titative relations. The surveyor on whose survey the land is purchased ; the great mathematician. Descartes, Leibnitz, Newton, Euler, La Place, and a
architect in designing a mansion to be built on it, the builder in preparing his host of others -were they not men of genus ? Or has the sdmiration of
estimates; his foreman in laying out the foundations ; the masons in cuttng successive gencrations been only the tribute of a "blind credulity ?'' Thei
the stones ; and the vartous artisans who put up the fittongs ; are al] guded humaity has produced nothing great, a id subjects for veneration must be
by geometrical truths. Radway making is regulated from begonning to end by sought among the forgotten -and soon to be forgotten -assailants of Mathe-
mathematics; alike in the preparation of plans and sections ; in staking <>ut natics. To show that I do not stand alone in my estimate of the value of
the ue , in the measurement of cuttings and embankments ; inthedesignng. Mathematics, it may be well to quote the evidence of a few of the witnesses
estimating, and building bridges, culverts, viaducts, tunnels, stations. And who are really competent to give an opinion on the subject. Mant, after
sin4rly with the harbors, docks, piers, and varions engineering and architec- stating that the sure path %f Metaphysical science bas not yet been found, says
tural works that fringe the coasts and overspreadthe face of the country ; as " It seems to me that the examples of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy
well as the mines that run underneath it. Out of geometry too, as applied to are sufficiently remarkable to fix our attention on the essential circumstances
astronony, the art of navigation has grown , and so, by this science, has been which have proved so beneficial to them, and to induce us to imilate them
made possible that enormous foreign commerce which supports a large part of so far as the analogy which, as rational sciences, they bear to Metaphysics
our population. and supplies us with many necessaries and most of our luxuries. may permit." Cousin, "the greatest philosopher of France," asserts the
And now-a-days even the farmer, for the correct laying out of his drains, has influence of Mathematics in the philosophy of Kant. and speaking of the
recourse to the level -that is to geometrical principles. When from those divi- Mathematic and idealistic character of the Pythagorean philosophy, says,
sions of mathematics whicli deal with spae and number, some small smattering, " For Mathematics are founded on abstraction, and there is an intimate
of which is given in schools, we tum to that other division which deals with alliance between Mathematics and idealism ; tience the Mathematical
force,of which evena smatteringis scarcelyevergiven,wenmeet withanother large idcalism that penetrates ail parts of the Pythagorean system." And in refer-
class of activities which t/us science presides over. On the application of rationail ence to the Platonic philosophy, he observes -"Abstraction is, therefore, the
mechanics depends the success of nearly ail modern manufacture. The process, the instrument, of ail good philosophy; this is also the process which
properties of the lever, the wheel and axle. &c.,are involved in every machine characterizes the genius of Plato; hence, all that is truc and sublime in the
-every machine is a solidified mechanical theorem ; and to machinery in philosophy Of Plato ; hence his morality, his politics, and his decdddtastefor
these times we owe nearly all production. Add to which that for the means Afatematzcs; you perceive, in fact, that the Mathematical habit of consider.
of distribution over both land and sea, we are similarly indebted. And then lei ing, in quantities and dimensions. only their essential properties. was a happy
t be remembered that according as the principles of mechanics are well or ill preparation to Platonic abstraction." Tt"; Ut,- e the power of
used to these ends. cornes succeas or fasturc -individua] ana national The Matnemanics to develop abstraction, and prepare the mia for 4 enrate
engineer who misapplies his formulm for the strength of materials. builds investigation of its own phenomena. As to credulity and scepticism, we
a bridge that breaks down. The mauufacturer whose apparatus is badly have the testin. y of the celebrated Dr. Barrowo; " Mathematies deliver s
devised, cannot compete with another whose apparatus wastes less in from credulnus simplicity. most strongly fortify us against the vanity of scep-
friction and inertia. The ship-builder adhering to the ald model, is out ticism. effectually restrain us from rash presumption, and mont easily incline
sailetd by ont who builds on the mnechanically justified wave-line principle us to due assent." Lord Baton says :-" In the Mathematies I can report
And as the ability of a nation to hold its own against other nations, depends no deficiency, except it be that men do not sufficiently understand the excel.

on the skilled activity of its units. we sec that on such knowledge nay turn lent use of the pure Mathematics (he could have added noew and the std/ more

the national fate. Judge, then the worth of mathematics." Having exeent use of the afpIied MYathematics,) in that they do remedy and cure

determined beyond question what knowledge is of most worth -indced many defects in the wit and intellectual faculties; for if the wit bt too duil
actually essential to the progress of mankind-ve have thereby deterna.ned they sharpen it; if too wandering they fix it; if too inherent in the sense
what as of most value as a means of intellectual discipline ; for " it would they abstract it." And 7ohn Stuart Mill says: " The value of Mathematical
be utterly contrary to the beautiful econ'omy of nature if one kind of culture instruction as a preparation for those more diffcult investigations, society,
were needed for the gaining of nf ,raation, and another for the development govemment, etc.. consista in the applicability, not of its doctrines, but of its
of intellect. Everywhere throughout creation we find faculties developed method ; the applications of Mathematics to the simpler branches of physics
through the performance of those functions which it is their office to per. furnish the only school in which philosophers can effectually learn the most

form; not through the performance of artificial exercises devised to fit difficult and important portion of their art-the employment of the laws of

them for these functions. simpler phenomena fcr explaining and predicting those of the more com.
Islillbch-.r-cpeh2psincuseuencofteseiewsitheli plex ; these groundis art quite sufficieat for deeming Matheinatical training

I shal be chargd, perhaps, in cnsequence o thesevie with bliving an indispensable basis of real scientifc education, a on of th Mot
in the absolute sufficiency of Mathematics as a means of education. and with essential qualifications for the bigher branches of philasophiy."
arrogance in rejecting the testimony of certain eminerit men against the 1thinkthcn.thatnotwithstandingthedogmaticutterancesofcertajýMeLa.
utility of Mathematical discipline. But I nîeither hold the all-sufficiency of physicians who were almost totally ignorant of Mathenatics, and the careles
Mathenatics nor possess credulity enough to rcnder a passive belief in any admissions of a few Mathematical Metaphsicms who sacrifced the cerwinty
utterance, simply because it is sanctioned by illustrious names. There is a a t tics
great dcal of contradiction among the authorities cited against the value Of bas been adduced ta establish the proposition that Matheniatics am entalied
bZhcxatcs in educatics; Mnd tisOSe whose eridence; ie not nullifqeu i by tf a higfo position as an IbsrRu ahNT of E pucioso.


